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PCS Independent Left candidates are standing for your
National Executive Committee to put forward a vision from
transforming our union. We stand for rank-and-file
democracy, creative industrial strategies, and a leadership
that empowers members to take action rather than holding
them back. Vote PCS Independent Left candidates for a
radical vision and a rank-and-file voice on your National
Executive Committee.

We stand for:

Rank-and-file control: the union should support all groups of workers who want to take action, not
put barriers in their way.
Elected and accountable full-time officials: all officials should be elected and directly answerable
and accountable to the membership, not to the internal staff hierarchy of the union. FTOs' pay
should be pegged to the average wages of the members they represent.
A union for all government workers: PCS should take its lead from our activists in BEIS, the culture
sector, and HMRC Bootle, and from unions like United Voices of the World, and make a serious effort
to organise all workers in our workplaces, including outsourced agency workers, and fight for direct
employment and the levelling up of conditions.
A serious political and industrial strategy: Greater focus on workplace campaigns and dispute, to
help spread and amplify them. Campaigns like the HMRC cleaners' fight should be extended unionwide, and the anger amongst telephony and processing workers in the DWP into a wider dispute.
Transparent negotiations: Independent Left candidates will oppose secret “embargo” agreements
that prevent rank-and-file members scrutinising and participating in the process of negotiation.
Members should be kept informed, engaged, and able to democratically direct the negotiation
process.
Equality at the centre: The union should be a tool for black, women, LGBT+, and disabled workers to
use to organise against inequality and discrimination, at work and in society.

John Moloney for
Assistant General Secretary

John is the the only
rank-and-file candidate
in this AGS election

John is a key lay representative and negotiator in the
Department for Transport. He's a former member of the NEC,
has vast personal case experience and has long played a
critical role in delivering important and groundbreaking results
for members. He is the only member of the union standing in
this election. We believe the best representatives of workers
are workers themselves.

For John's full manifesto see: bit.ly/2TYMY61

Cast your vote! Ballot opens April 16 to May 9

FOR PRESIDENT
Bev Laidlaw, DWP

FOR VICEPRESIDENT

Bryan Carlsen, HSE
Bryan works for the Health and Safety Executive
in Merseyside. He's an active rep and Branch
Secretary of the HSE branch and a member of
the of the PCS Public Sector Group Executive.

Bev works for the DWP in
Sheffield. She was central to
organising the strike to defend
Eastern Avenue Job Centre from
closure and has been a member of
the DWP Group Executive
Committee since 2016.

Phil Dickens, HMRC
Phil is an Assistant Secretary in HMRC Group.
His branch in Bootle has a strong rank and file
and over 70 reps. He is heavily involved in
organising outsourced workers, including the
successful 2016 HMRC cleaners dispute.

Chris Marks, DWP
Chris is a DWP workplace rep and Group Exec
member since 2015. He is a regional organiser
and led the PCS DWP North West regional
response to the 2015 attack on check-off,
ensuring the North West remained the largest,
best organised region in England and Wales.

Paulette Romain, MHCLG
Paulette works for the Ministry of Housing,
Communities and Local Government in London.
She is the branch Secretary of the MHCLG
National Branch and has led the unions
Whitehall strike-ballot committee.

FOR PCS NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Tom Bishell, DWP Bryan Carlsen, HSE Ralph Corrigan, PSg Phil Dickens, R&G
Chris Hickey, MHCLG Karen Johnson, MHCLG Bev Laidlaw, DWP Charlie McDonald, DWP
Chris Marks, DWP John Moloney, DfT Paulette Romain, MHCLG Leon Searle, DWP
@Moloney4PCS

'PCS Independent Left'

www.pcsindependentleft.com
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